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Abstract: 

Context: Embedded systems have overwhelming penetration around the world. Innovations are increasingly triggered by 

software embedded in automotive, transportation, medical-equipment, communication, energy, and many other types of 

systems. To test embedded software in an effective and efficient manner, a large number of test techniques, approaches, 

tools and frameworks have been proposed by both practitioners and researchers in the last several decades. 

Objective: However, reviewing and getting an overview of the entire state-of-the-art and the –practice in this area is 

challenging for a practitioner or a (new) researcher. Also unfortunately, as a result, we often see that many companies 

reinvent the wheel (by designing a test approach new to them, but existing in the domain) due to not having an adequate 

overview of what already exists in this area. 

Method: To address the above need, we conducted and report in this paper a systematic literature review (SLR) in the form 

of a systematic literature mapping (SLM) in this area. After compiling an initial pool of 588 papers, a systematic voting 

about inclusion/exclusion of the papers was conducted among the authors, and our final pool included 312 technical papers. 

Results: Among the various aspects that we aim at covering, our review covers the types of testing topics studied, types of 

testing activity, types of test artifacts generated (e.g., test inputs or test code), and the types of industries in which studies 

have focused on, e.g., automotive and home appliances. Furthermore, we assess the benefits of this review by asking several 

active test engineers in the Turkish embedded software industry to review its findings and provide feedbacks as to how 

this review has benefitted them. 

Conclusion: The results of this review paper have already benefitted several of our industry partners in choosing the right 

test techniques / approaches for their embedded software testing challenges. We believe that it will also be useful for the 

large world-wide community of software engineers and testers in the embedded software industry, by serving as an 

“index” to the vast body of knowledge in this important area. Our results will also benefit researchers in observing the 

latest trends in this area and for identifying the topics which need further investigations.  

Keywords: 

Software testing; embedded systems; embedded software; systematic mapping; systematic literature mapping; systematic 

literature review 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Embedded software is computer software, written to control machines or devices that are not typically thought of as 

computers, e.g., cars and TV. According to recent surveys, approximately 90% of all processors are part of embedded 

systems, computing systems that continually and autonomously control and react to the environment [1]. The embedded 

system itself is an information processing system that consists of hardware and software components. Nowadays, the 

number of embedded computing systems— in areas such as telecommunications, automotive, electronics, office 

automation, and military applications—is steadily growing [1].  
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Since software is a major component of embedded systems, it is very important to properly and adequately test the 

embedded software, especially for safety-critical domains such as automotive and aviation. Due to the complex system 

context of embedded-software applications, defects in these systems can cause life-threatening situations (e.g., in airplanes), 

and delays can lead to huge business losses (e.g., in consumer electronics) [2].  

To test embedded software in a cost-effective manner, various test techniques, approaches, tools and frameworks have been 

proposed by both practitioners and researchers in the last several decades. However, reviewing and getting an overview of 

the entire state-of-the-art and –practice in this area is almost impossible for a practitioner or a new researcher since the 

number of studies is simply too many, and a reader is faced with a vast body of knowledge in this area which s/he cannot 

simply review and digest in a reasonable time. Also, in our interaction with multiple research partners in several countries 

(e.g., Canada, Turkey and Austria) [3-8], we have seen in several cases that, unfortunately, many companies often spend a 

lot of effort to ‘reinvent the wheel’ (by designing a test approach new to them, but existing in the domain) due to not having 

an adequate overview of what already exists in this area. Knowing that they can adapt/customize an existing test technique 

to their own context can potentially save companies and test engineers a lot of time and money. The other main reason why 

we decided to conduct the review reported in this paper was that in our recent and ongoing collaborations with our industry 

partners in testing embedded software (e.g., [4, 9]), our colleagues and we have constantly faced numerous challenges in 

testing embedded software and we were uncertain of whether certain techniques already exist or we shall develop new 

techniques ourselves to solve those challenges. 

Although there have been state-of-the-practice papers such as [2] on embedded software engineering and ‘review’ papers 

such as [10], no paper has yet studied the entire state-of-the-art and –practice in a holistic manner, which is essential for the 

field of testing embedded software that is equally driven by academia and industry. 

To address the above need and to identify the state-of-the-art and–practice in this area and to find out what we, as a 

community, know about testing embedded software, we conducted a systematic literature mapping (SLM) on the technical 

papers written by practitioners and researchers and we present a summary of its results in this article. Our review pool 

included 312 technical papers published in conferences and journals. The earliest paper [11] included in the pool was 

published in 1984. Previous ‘review’ (survey) papers such as this article have appeared in different venues on other topics, 

e.g., about Agile development [12], and developer motivation [13], and have shown to be useful in providing concise 

overviews on a given area. 

By summarizing what we know in this area, our article aims to benefit the readers (both practitioners and researchers) by 

serving as an “index” to the vast body of knowledge in this important and fast-growing area. Our review covered the types 

of testing topics studied, types of testing activities, types of test artifacts generated, and the types of industries in which 

studies have focused on.  

The remainder of this article is structured as follows. A review of the related work is presented in Section 2. We describe 

the study goal and research methodology in Section 3. Section 4 presents the searching phase and selection of sources. 

Section 5 discusses the development of the systematic map and data-extraction plan. Section 6 presents the results of the 

study. Section 7 summarizes the findings and discusses the benefits and limitations of the study. Finally, in Section 8, we 

draw conclusions, and suggest areas for further research. 

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 

2.1 CHALLENGES IN TESTING EMBEDDED SOFTWARE 

To better motivate the need for this review study, we summarize the characteristics of embedded systems and explain how 

these characteristic raise challenges in testing embedded systems and their embedded software. 

Embedded software is a computer software, written to control machines or devices that “are not typically thought of as 

computers” [1]. Embedded software is typically specialized for the particular hardware that it runs on and has time and 

memory constraints. The “embedded software” term is often used interchangeably with firmware, although firmware can 

also be applied to ROM-based code on a computer, on top of which the OS runs, whereas embedded software is typically 

the application software on the device in question. 
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A precise and stable characteristic feature is that no or not all functions of embedded software are initiated/controlled via a 

human interface, but through machine-interfaces instead. Manufacturers build in embedded software in the electronics of 

e.g. cars, telephones, modems, robots, appliances, toys, security systems, pacemakers, televisions and set-top boxes, and 

digital watches, for example. This software can be very simple, such as lighting controls running on an 8-bit microcontroller 

with a few kilobytes of memory with the suitable level of processing complexity determined, or can become very 

sophisticated in applications such as airplanes, missiles, and process control systems [1]. When developing and testing 

embedded software, special attention should be paid to issues such as limited memory, CPU usage, energy consumption, 

and real-time needs (if any). 

Embedded software is different than conventional software systems (e.g., desktop, web, or mobile applications). The major 

differences are due to close integration of software and hardware in embedded systems, e.g., cars, industrial controllers, 

robotics and aviation. Unlike conventional software, most of interfaces in embedded systems are “non-human interfaces” 

[14], e.g., there is usually no (or very limited) GUI and thus observing internal state of such software is not always trivial. 

This raises the need for sophisticated instrumentation and probing when testing these systems [14].  

Also, presence of non-human interfaces leads to further challenges in manual user-interface testing. To test embedded 

software, one often has to develop and utilize more special software applications, e.g., test drivers, test agents, which need 

to be developed to provide stimulus and capture response through the non-human interfaces of embedded systems [14]. It 

is also often required to emulate particular electrical signal patterns on various data lines to test the behavior of the 

embedded software for such inputs. This should be done using special test tools. 

Furthermore, high level of hardware dependency and the fact that the embedded software is often developed in parallel 

with the hardware lead to several other consequences and challenges. First, there may be only few samples of the newly 

developed hardware, thus impacting the extent of efforts by testing teams. Second, the range of the hardware unit types to 

test embedded software on can be quite wide. Thus, typically the testing team has to share a very limited set of hardware 

units among its members and/or organize remote access to the hardware. In the second case, that means that the testing 

team has no physical access to the hardware at all. Such challenges have led to wide development of adoption of various 

simulation-based testing approach in the embedded software industry, e.g., Model-in-the-Loop (MIL) testing, Software-in-

the-loop (SIL), Processor-In-The-Loop (PIL), and Hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) testing. 

Another challenge in testing embedded systems is that the software may work with one revision of the hardware, and does 

not work with another. Another aspect is when software is developed for a new hardware, high ratio of hardware defects 

can be identified during the testing process. In such a case, identified defects may be related to the hardware, not only 

software [15]. 

Also, defects are harder to reproduce in embedded systems. That required the embedded testing process to gather as much 

information as possible for looking for the root of the defect, once it is defected. Combined with the very limited debug 

capabilities of embedded products, that gives testers another challenge [14]. 

2.2 REVIEW OF SECONDARY STUDIES IN SOFTWARE TESTING 

Since our work is a study (review) of (primary) studies, it is a ‘secondary’ study in the area of software testing. As the 

related work in large, we briefly review the secondary studies in software testing. Garousi and Mäntylä conducted and 

reported a SLR of secondary studies in software testing recently [16]. Via a systematic literature search, that study identified 

a large number of secondary studies in software testing (101 papers), which are listed in an online spreadsheet [17]. 

Secondary studies are usually of three types: SLM studies (also often called just systematic mapping), SLR studies and 

regular surveys. As a snapshot, we show a randomly-selected list of 15 of the 101 secondary studies in software testing in 

Table 1, five in each of the above three categories.  

Table 1- A selected list of 15 of the 102 of the secondary studies in software testing (the full list can be found in [17]) 

Type of  

secondary study 

Secondary study area Year of  

publication 

Reference 

SLMs Search-based testing for non-functional system properties 2008 [18] 

Product lines testing 2011 [19] 

Graphical user interface (GUI) testing 2013 [20] 

Test-case prioritization 2013 [21] 
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Software test-code engineering 2014 [22] 

SLRs Model-based testing 2007 [23] 

Automated acceptance testing 2008 [24] 

Mutation testing for Aspect-J programs 2013 [25] 

Web application testing 2014 [26] 

Testing scientific software 2014 [27] 

Regular surveys Testing finite state machines 1996 [28] 

Regression testing minimization, selection and prioritization: a survey 2012 [29] 

Testing in SOA 2013 [30] 

Test-case generation from UML behavioral models 2013 [31] 

Test oracles 2014 [32] 

By seeing a large list of 102 secondary studies in software testing, one may wonder about the “value” (benefit) of such 

secondary studies. Analyzing and discussing usage and usefulness of SLRs in software engineering, in general, is out of 

scope of our paper, but we briefly touch this topic. Kitchenham et al. [33] have discussed the educational value of SLM in 

the software engineering literature for the students. Usefulness of SLRs for practitioners have been studied in a number of 

non-SE fields, such as in disability research [34], in education research [35], and in health and social care [36]. 

2.3 RELATED WORKS: OTHER REVIEW STUDIES IN THE AREA OF TESTING EMBEDDED SOFTWARE 

No secondary study has yet been reported in the large scope of embedded software testing. A few secondary studies in 

more focused areas, e.g., adherence to the DO-178B standard for critical embedded systems [37], have been reported. We 

were able to identify 8 such studies, as listed in Table 2. For each review study, we have included the publication year, its 

type and some explanatory notes. For example, [38] is an informal survey of test methods for embedded systems. [39] is a 

regular paper in which a comparison table of model-based testing tools for embedded systems is presented. 

Table 2- Related works: other survey (review) studies in the area of testing embedded software 

Paper title Publication year Type of review and notes Reference 

In, but not of, the system: overview of 

embedded systems test methods 

1995 A conventional survey of test methods for 

embedded systems  

[38] 

Software testing in critical embedded 

systems- a systematic review of adherence to 

the DO-178B Standard 

2011 SLR in the focused areas of adherence to the DO-

178B standard for critical embedded systems 

[37] 

Model-based testing of embedded systems in 

hardware in the loop environment 

2012 Table 1 of this regular papers provides a 

comparison table of model-based testing tools for 

embedded systems  

[39] 

Evaluation of model-based testing for 

embedded systems based on the example of 

the safety-critical vehicle functions 

2012 A chapter of this thesis describes a SLR performed 

on Model-Based Testing (MBT) approaches that 

are available in the automotive domain. 

[40] 

A survey of model-based software product 

lines testing 

2012 An informal survey model-based testing for 

embedded software product lines  

[41] 

A systematic literature review of test case 

generator for embedded real time system 

2014 SLR [42] 

A review on structural software-based self-

testing of embedded processors 

2014 A conventional survey [1] 

Environment-model based testing of control 

systems: case studies 

2014 A chapter of this thesis describes a SLR performed 

on Model-Based Testing (MBT) approaches that 

are available in the automotive domain. 

[43] 

A review on verification and validation for 

embedded software 

2016 A conventional survey [2] 

On testing embedded software 2016 As a book chapter, this work explores the 

advances in software testing methodologies in the 

context of embedded software. 

[10] 

3 GOAL AND RESEARCH METHOD 

In the following, an overview of our research method and then the goal and review questions of our study are presented.  
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3.1 OVERVIEW 

Based on our past experience in SLM and SLR studies, e.g., [44-48], and also using the well-known guidelines for conducting 

SLR and SLM studies in SE (e.g., [49-52]), we developed our SLM process, as shown in Figure 1.  

Note that we had the option of conducting a SLM, or a multivocal literature review (MLR) [53-55]. A MLR is a form of a 

SLM or a SLR which includes the grey literature (e.g., blog posts and white papers) in addition to the published (formal) 

literature (e.g., journal and conference papers). In addition to a vast formal literature in the area of testing embedded 

software, there is also a vast grey literature in this area. For two reasons (as discussed next), we decided to conduct a SLM 

study in this work: (1) We observed that many practitioners in this area are publishing their proposed approaches and 

experience reports as papers in the formal literature (see Section 6.4.1 and 6.4.2 for active companies in this area) and thus 

a SLM study can still provide insights into the state of the practice in this area to a great extent; and (2) To keep our effort 

level manageable. A follow-up MLR can be conducted as a future work.  

We discuss the SLM planning and design phase (its goal and RQs) in the next section. Section 4 to 6 then present each of 

the follow-up phases of the process. 

 

Figure 1-An overview of our SLM process (as a UML activity diagram) 

3.2 GOAL AND REVIEW QUESTIONS 

The goal of this study is to systematically map (classify), review and synthesize the state-of-the-art and –practice in the area 

of testing embedded software systems, to find out the recent trends and directions in this field, and to identify opportunities 

for future research, from the point of view of researchers and practitioners.  

To ensure a clear focus, we defined a clear scope and boundary for our systematic literature mapping (SLM) study. We 

decided to only include papers on testing embedded software and exclude all the remotely-related papers, e.g., embedded 

software “dependability”. However, we confirm that those other related areas, e.g., embedded software dependability, are 

important topics and there is a need for future survey studies on those topics. Based on the above goal, we raise the 

following review questions (RQs) grouped under three categories: 

Group 1-Common to all SLM studies: 

The two RQs under this groups are common to SLM studies and have been studied in previous work, e.g., [44-48]. 

● RQ 1.1: Mapping of studies by contribution facet: What are the different contributions by different sources? How 

many sources present test techniques/methods/methodologies, tools, metrics, models or processes? Mapping of the 

studies and knowing the types of contributions in them would enable us and the readers to get a high-level view of the 

literature’s landscape based on test techniques, methods, methodologies, test tools, metrics and models. 
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● RQ 1.2: Mapping of studies by research facet: What type of research methods have been used in the studies in this 

area? Some of the studies presented solution proposals or weak empirical studies where others presented strong 

empirical studies. The rationale behind this RQ is that it is important to know and differentiate the types of research 

methods and the rigor used in different studies. 

Group 2-Specific to the domain (testing embedded software): 

 RQ 2.1-Levels of testing: What level(s) of testing is/are used in each study? They could be unit, integration or system 

testing.  

 RQ 2.2-Types of testing activities: What types of testing activities have been conducted and proposed? Inspired by 

books such as [56] and our recent SLM and SLR studies such as [45, 46], we categorized testing activities as follows: test 

planning and management, test-case design (criteria-based), test-case design (human knowledge-based), test 

automation, test execution, test evaluation (oracle), and other. 

 RQ 2.3-Types of test artifacts generated: What types of testing artifacts are generated by the test techniques proposed? 

After reviewing a large subset of papers and in an iterative refinement manner, we categorized them as follows: test 

case requirements (not input values), test case input (values), expected outputs (oracle), test code (e.g., in xUnit) and 

other. Let us note that test requirements are usually not actual test input values, but the conditions that can be used to 

generate test inputs. 

 RQ 2.4-Types of non-functional testing, if any: In addition to functional testing, what types of non-functional testing 

are discussed in the paper? Note that or focus was only to include functional testing papers, but some of those papers 

also discussed non-functional testing aspects as well, e.g., security and load testing.  

 RQ 2.5-Techniques to derive test artifacts: What techniques have been used to derive test artifacts? We were expecting 

to see techniques such as: requirement-based testing (which includes model-based testing), code-coverage analysis, 

risk/fault-based testing, and search-based testing. 

 RQ 2.6- Types of models used in model-based testing: What types of models have been used in model-based testing 

techniques? Since we noticed that a large ratio of the studies are focused on model-based testing, we raised this RQ.  

 RQ 2.7-Testing tools (used or proposed): What testing tools have been used or proposed in the papers? Answering 

this question would provide practical and useful results for practitioners. 

 RQ 2.8-Types of evaluation method: What types of evaluation methods are used in the paper? Some papers evaluate 

the proposed approaches by simple examples (showing the applicability), while others use more sophisticated 

evaluations, e.g., coverage analysis or detecting real or artificial faults. 

 RQ 2.9-Operating systems (OS): What operating systems (specific to embedded systems) have the papers focused on? 

Group 3-Specific to system under testing (SUT): This group of RQs are specific to the SUT’s studied in the papers. 

 RQ 3.1-Simulated or real systems: Was the SUT a simulated embedded system or a real system? Since development 

and testing of embedded systems in real environments is not always easy or practical (e.g., the control software of a 

fighter jet), development and testing of those systems in simulated environments first (before real systems) are common. 

A popular approach in this context is X-in-the-loop development, simulation and testing: which consist of Model-in-

the-Loop (MiL), Software-in-the-Loop (SiL), Processor-in-the-Loop (PiL), Hardware-in-the-Loop (HiL), and System-in-

the-Loop (SYSiL). We will discuss more on this in Section 6. 

 RQ 3.2-Number of SUTs (examples): How many SUTs (example systems) are discussed in each paper? One would 

expect that each paper applies the proposed testing technique to at least one SUT. Some papers take a more 

comprehensive approach and apply the proposed testing technique to more SUTs. 

 RQ 3.3-Types of SUT (or example): What are the type(s) of SUT (or example) in each paper? The SUTs in some papers 

are academic experimental or simple examples, while those in other papers are real open-source or commercial systems. 

 RQ 3.4-SUT programming languages: What programming languages have the SUTs been developed in? C is usually 

the most popular language used for developing embedded systems. We wanted to assess this hypothesis.  

 RQ 3.5-SUT and board names: What are the SUT and board names? It would be interesting to know the SUT and board 

names. 

 RQ 3.6-Application domains/industries: We also wondered about the types of industries in which studies have focused 

on. While some test techniques are generic in that they can, in principle, be applied to all types of embedded software, 

some techniques are domain-specific. During our review, we observed these types of industries (domains): generic; 
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home appliances and entertainment; aviation, avionics and space; automotive; defense; industrial automation /control; 

medical; mobile and telecom; transportation; and other. 

Group 4-Demographic and bibliometric information: 

 RQ 4.1-Affiliation types of the study authors: What are the affiliation types of the authors? We wanted to know the 

extent to which academics and practitioners are active in this area. 

 RQ 4.2-Active companies: What are the active companies? It would be interesting and useful to know the active 

companies in this area and readers may benefit from these data, e.g., to be able to follow their upcoming works. 

 RQ 4.3-Citation analysis and highly-cited papers: What is the citation landscape of the studies in this area, and what 

are the highly-cited papers in the pool? The rationale behind this RQ is to characterize how the papers in this pool are 

cited by other papers, to get a sense of their impact and popularity, and also to identify the papers with the highest 

impact in the area so that readers can benefit from them.  

4 SEARCHING FOR AND SELECTION OF SOURCES 

Let us recall from our SLM process (Figure 1) that the first phase of our study is article selection. For this phase, we followed 

the following steps in order: 

 Source selection and search keywords (Section 4.1) 

 Application of inclusion and exclusion criteria (Section 4.2) 

 Finalizing the pool of articles and the online repository (Section 4.3) 

4.1 SELECTING THE SOURCE ENGINES AND SEARCH KEYWORDS 

In our review and mapping, we followed the standard process for performing systematic literature review (SLR) and 

systematic literature mapping (SLM) studies in software engineering. We performed the searches in both the Google Scholar 

database and Scopus (www.scopus.com), both widely used in review studies and bibliometrics papers, e.g., [57, 58]. The 

reason that we used Scopus in addition to Google Scholar was that several sources have mentioned that: “it [Google Scholar] 

should not be used alone for systematic review searches” [59] as it may miss to find a subset of papers.  

All the authors did independent searches with the search strings, and during this search the authors already applied 

inclusion/exclusion criterion for including only those which explicitly addressed the study’s topic. Our search string was: 

(test OR testing OR validation OR verification) AND (embedded system OR embedded software).  

In terms of the scope of this study, we should note that the topic of “cyber-physical systems” (CPS) is a closely related topic 

to embedded systems, however, after reading several online discussions among practitioners in grey literature sources such 

as [60, 61], we found out that: “a CPS [may] incorporate embedded systems into itself, but the reality is that almost all embedded 

systems today exist outside of a CPS” [61]. A practitioner also noted that [61]: “CPS is a relatively new concept, embedded systems 

have been with us for almost half a century. So, if you have an embedded system it may or may not be part of a CPS (and currently, 

most are not) - but if you have a CPS, then by definition you have embedded systems as part of that CPS”. Thus, testing a CPS usually 

poses different challenges with respect to testing an embedded system. For the above reasons, to ensure that we would 

focus on clear single scope, we decided to only include “embedded systems” in our keywords, and not “cyber-physical 

systems”. Follow-up SLM or SLR studies on testing CPSs can be conducted in future works. 

In terms of timeline, our study search and selection phase was conducted in Fall 2017, and thus we included the papers 

published until that time. 

To ensure making our paper search and selection efforts efficiency, while doing the searches using the keywords, we also 

conducted title filtering to ensure that we would add to our candidate paper pool only directly- or potentially-relevant 

papers. After all, it would be meaningless to add an irrelevant paper to the candidate pool and then remove it. Our first 

inclusion/exclusion criterion (discussed in Section 4.2) was used for this purpose (i.e., Does the source focus on testing 

embedded software?). For example, Figure 2 shows a screenshot of our search activity using Google Scholar in which 

directly- or potentially-relevant papers are highlighted by red boxes. To ensure efficiency of our efforts, we only added to 

the candidate pool those studies.  

Another issue was the stopping condition when searching using the Google Scholar. As Figure 2 shows, Google Scholar 

provided a very large number of hits using the above keyword as of this writing (more than 2 million records). Going 

http://www.scopus.com/
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through all of them was simply impossible for us. To cope with this challenge, we utilized the relevance ranking of the 

search engine (Google’s PageRank algorithm) to restrict the search space. The good news was that, as per our observations, 

relevant results usually appeared in the first few pages and as we go through the pages, relevancy of results decreased. 

Thus, we checked the first n pages (i.e., somewhat a search “saturation” effect) and only continued further if needed, e.g., 

when at least one result in the nth page still was relevant (if at least one paper focused on testing embedded software). 

Similar heuristics have been reported in several other review studies, guideline and experience papers [55, 62-64]. At the 

end of our initial search and title filtering, our candidate pool had 531 papers (as shown in our SLM process in Figure 1). 

 

Figure 2- A screenshot from the search activity using Google Scholar (directly- or potentially-relevant papers are 

highlighted by red boxes) 

To ensure including all the relevant sources as much as possible, we conducted forward and backward snowballing [50], as 

recommended by systematic review guidelines, on the set of papers already in the pool. Snowballing, in this context, refers 

to using the reference list of a paper (backward snowballing) or the citations to the paper to identify additional papers 

(forward) [50]. Snowballing provided 29 more papers. Some examples of the papers found during snowballing are the 

followings. [Source 5] was found by backward snowballing of [Source 4]. [Source 24] was found by forward snowballing 

of [Source 194]. Note that the ‘[Source i]’ identifiers in this paper refer to the sources that we have included in our study’s 

pool and can be found in an online Google spreadsheet (goo.gl/MhtbLD).  

After compiling an initial pool of 560 papers, a systematic voting (as discussed next) was conducted among the authors, in 

which a set of defined inclusion/exclusion criteria were applied to derive the final pool of the primary studies.  

4.2 APPLICATION OF INCLUSION/EXCLUSION CRITERIA AND VOTING 

We carefully defined the inclusion and exclusion criteria to ensure including all the relevant sources and not including the 

out-of-scope sources. The inclusion criteria were as follows: 

 Does the source focus on testing embedded software systems? 

http://goo.gl/MhtbLD
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 Does the paper include a relatively sound validation?  

 Is the source in English and can its full-text be accessed?  

The answer for each question could be {0, 1}. Only the sources which received 1’s for both criteria were included. The rest 

were excluded.  

4.3 FINAL POOL OF THE PRIMARY STUDIES 

As mentioned above, the references for the final pool of 312 papers can be found in an online spreadsheet (goo.gl/MhtbLD). 

Again, let us note that we use the format of “[Source i]” in the rest of this paper to refer to the papers in the pool as listed 

in the online repository (see the screenshot in Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3- A screenshot from the online repository of papers (goo.gl/MhtbLD). 

To visually see the growth of the field (testing embedded software), we depict the annual number of papers (by their 

publication years) and compare the trend with data from four other SLM/SLR studies, e.g., a SLM on web application testing 

[65], a SLM on Graphical User Interface (GUI) testing [20], a survey on search-based testing (SBST) [66], and a survey on 

mutation testing [67]. Note that the data for the other four areas are not until year 2017, since the execution and publication 

timelines of those studies are in earlier years, e.g., the survey on mutation testing [67] was published in 2011 and thus only 

has the data until 2009. 

http://goo.gl/MhtbLD
http://goo.gl/MhtbLD
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Figure 4-Growth of the field (testing embedded software) and comparison with data from four other SLM/SLR studies 

5 DEVELOPMENT OF THE SYSTEMATIC MAP AND DATA-EXTRACTION PLAN 

To answer each of the SLM’s RQs, we developed a systematic map and then extracted data from papers to classify them 

using it. Details are discussed next. 

5.1 DEVELOPMENT OF THE CLASSIFICATION SCHEME (SYSTEMATIC MAP) 

To develop our systematic map, we analyzed the studies in the pool and identified the initial list of attributes. We then used 

attribute generalization and iterative refinement to derive the final map.  

As studies were identified as relevant to our study, we recorded them in a shared spreadsheet to facilitate further analysis. 

Our next goal was to categorize the studies in order to begin building a complete picture of the research area and to answer 

the study RQs. We refined these broad interests into a systematic map using an iterative approach.  

Table 3 shows the final classification scheme that we developed after applying the process described above. In the table, 

column 2 is the list of RQs, column 3 is the corresponding attribute/aspect. Column 4 is the set of all possible values for the 

attribute. Column 5 indicates for an attribute whether multiple selections can be applied. For example, in RQ 1.1 (research 

type), the corresponding value in the last column is ‘S’ (Single). It indicates that one source can be classified under only one 

research type. In contrast, for RQ 1.2 (contribution type), the corresponding value in the last column is ‘M’ (Multiple). It 

indicates that one study can contribute more than one type of options (e.g. method, tool, etc.).  

Contribution type and research type classifications in Table 3 were done similar to our past SLM and SLR studies, e.g., [44-

48], and also using the well-known guidelines for conducting SLR and SLM studies, e.g., [49-52]. Among the research types, 

the least rigorous type is ‘Solution proposal’ in which a given study only presents a simple example only (or proof of 

concept). Empirical evaluations are grouped under two categories: weak empirical studies (validation research) and strong 

empirical studies (evaluation research). The former is when the study does not pose hypothesis or research questions and 

does not conduct statistical tests (e.g., using t-test). We considered an empirical evaluation ‘strong’ when it has considered 

these aspects. Explanations (definitions) of experience studies, philosophical studies, and opinion studies are provided in 

Peterson et al.’s guideline paper [51]. 

By reviewing several software testing books [56, 68, 69] on software testing and as we had done in our previous SLM studies, 

e.g., [65], we classified the types of testing activities into eight types: 

1. Test-case design (criteria-based): Designing test suites (set of test cases) or test requirements to satisfy coverage criteria, 

e.g., line coverage. 

2. Test-case design (based on human expertise): Designing test suites (set of test cases) based on human expertise (e.g., 

exploratory testing) or other engineering goals. 

3. Test scripting: Documenting test cases in manual test scripts or automated test code 

4. Test execution: Running test cases on the software under test (SUT) and recording the results 

5. Test evaluation: Evaluating results of testing (pass or fail), also known as test verdict 
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6. Test-result reporting: Reporting test verdicts and defects to developers, e.g., via defect (bug) tracking systems 

7. Test automation: Using automated software tools in any of the above test activities 

8. Test management: Encompasses activities related to test management, e.g., planning, control, monitoring, etc.  

9. Other test engineering activities: Includes activities other than those discussed above, e.g., regression testing, and test 

prioritization. 

Table 3: Systematic map developed and used in our study 

Group RQ Attribute/Aspect Categories/metrics 
(M)ultiple/ 

(S)ingle 

Group 1-

Common to all 

SLM studies 

1.1 Contribution type 
{Method (technique), tool, metric, model, process, empirical results 

only, other} 
M 

1.2 Research type 

{Solution proposal (simple examples only), weak empirical study 

(validation research), strong empirical study (evaluation research), 

experience studies, philosophical studies, opinion studies, other} 

S 

Group 2-

Specific to the 

domain (testing 

embedded 

software) 

2.1 Levels of testing {Unit testing, integration testing, system testing} M 

2.2 Types of testing activities 

{Test-case design (criteria-based), test-case design (human knowledge-

based), test scripting, test execution, test evaluation (oracle), test 

automation, test management, other testing activities} 

M 

2.3 
Types of test artifacts 

generated 

{Test case requirements (not input values), test case input (values), 

expected outputs (oracle), test code (e.g., in xUnit) and other} 
M 

2.4 
Types of non-functional 

testing, if any 
{Performance, load and stress testing, real-time, reliability, other} M 

2.5 
Techniques to derive test 

artifacts 

{Requirement-based testing (which includes model-based testing), 

code-coverage analysis, risk/fault-based testing, and search-based 

testing, other} 

M 

2.6 
Types of models used in 

model-based testing 

{Finite state machine (FSM) and extensions, MATLAB Simulink 

models, other} 
M 

2.7 
Testing tools (used or 

proposed) 
Name(s) of testing tool(s) used and/or proposed in the paper M 

2.8 Types of evaluation method 

{Example/applicability, coverage (code, model), detecting real faults, 

detecting artificial faults, mutation testing (fault injection), 

time/performance, other} 

M 

2.9 Operating systems (OS) As indicated in the paper M 

Group 3-

Specific to 

system under 

testing (SUT) 

3.1 Simulated or real system {Simulated, real system} S 

3.2 Number of SUTs (examples) Integer value, as indicated in the paper S 

3.3 Types of SUT (or example) 
{Academic experimental (simple examples), real open-source, 

commercial systems} 
M 

3.4 
SUT programming 

language(s) 
Programming language(s) as indicated in the paper M 

3.5 SUT and board name(s) SUT and board name(s) as indicated in the paper M 

3.6 
Application 

domains/industries 

{Generic, home appliances and entertainment, aviation, avionics and 

space, automotive, defense, industrial automation /control, medical, 

mobile and telecom, transportation, other} 

M 

Group 5-Trends 

and 

demographics 

4.1 
Affiliation types of the study 

authors  
{A: Academic, I: Industry, C: collaboration} S 

4.2 Active companies Name(s) of the company (ies) involved in the paper M 

4.3 Highly cited papers Citation count form Google Scholar, extracted on Feb. 28, 2016  

5.2 DATA EXTRACTION AND SYNTHESIS 

Once the systematic map (classification scheme) was ready, each of the researchers extracted and analyzed data from the 

subset of the sources (assigned to her/him). We included traceability links on the extracted data to the exact phrases in the 

sources to ensure that how the classification is made is suitably justified.  

Figure 5 shows a snapshot of our online spreadsheet that was used to enable collaborative work and classification of sources 

with traceability links (as comments). In this snapshot, classification of sources w.r.t. RQ 1.1 (Contribution type) is shown 

and one researcher has placed the exact phrase from the source as the traceability link to facilitate peer reviewing and also 

quality assurance of data extractions. 
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Figure 5- A snapshot of the online spreadsheet that was used to enable collaborative work and classification of sources 

with traceability link to the primary studies (an example is shown) 

After all researchers finished data extractions, we conducted systematic peer reviewing in which researchers peer reviewed 

the results of each other’s analyses and extractions. In the case of disagreements, discussions were conducted. This was 

conducted to ensure quality and validity of our results. Figure 6 shows a snapshot of how the systematic peer reviewing 

was done. 

 

Figure 6- A snapshot showing how the systematic peer reviewing was orchestrated and conducted 
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6 RESULTS  

Results of the systematic mapping are presented in this section from Section 6.1 to 6.4. 

6.1 GROUP 1-CONTRIBUTION AND RESEARCH FACETS 

We address RQ 1.1- RQ 1.2 in this section. 

6.1.1 RQ 1.1: Mapping of studies by contribution facet 

Figure 7 shows the cumulative trend of mapping of studies by contribution facet. Until the end of the review period (year 

2017), out of the 312 sources in the pool, 204 (57.7% of the pool) presented test methods/techniques. A review of those 

techniques will be presented in Section 6.2.5 (RQ 2.5-Technique to derive test artifacts). 

 

Figure 7-Cumulative trend of mapping of studies by contribution facet 

Out of the 312 sources in the pool, 72 papers (21.2% of the pool) contributed test tools or platforms. A review of those 

techniques will be presented in Section 6.2.7 (RQ 2.7-Testing tools). 

25 papers (7.7% of the pool) presented test models to assist test activities. For example, [Source 36] presented the Embedded 

Test Process Improvement Model (Emb-TPI) to conducted test process improvement in the context of embedded systems. As 

another example, [Source 58] proposed a test model to test hardware interfaces and OS interfaces for embedded systems. 

2 papers (0.6%) contributed test metrics to support test activities. For example, [Source 133] presented a metric for 

measuring embedded software testability. [Source 207] presented a specific coverage metric for embedded software called 

‘variants coverage’. 

23 papers (7.4%) presented test processes specific for embedded software. For example, [Source 41] presented a process to 

develop adaptive object-oriented scenario-based test frameworks for testing embedded systems. [Source 72] presented a 

statistical testing process for testing embedded systems which involves the following six steps: usage model construction, 

model analysis and validation, tool chain development, test planning, testing, and product and process measurement. 

The contribution of 26 papers (6.7%) were empirical studies and empirical results. For example, [Source 1] presented a case 

study of black-box testing for embedded software using a specific test automation tool. [Source 9] presented an experimental 

evaluation of automated test input generation in the Java platform testing in the context of a specific embedded device. 

[Source 165] presented an empirical study on model-based testing of configurable embedded systems in the automation 

domain. 
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28 papers (8.7%) presented “Other” types of contributions. For example, [Source 35] presented a taxonomy of model-based 

testing for embedded systems which was generated from multiple industry domains. Several different test architectures for 

testing embedded software were presented in [Sources 46, 77, 118]. Entitled ‘Effective test driven development for 

embedded software’, [Source 124] presented a test pattern called “model-conductor-hardware”. [Source 126] presented a 

fault model specific for testing embedded systems. [Source 192] presented a set of mutation operators for mutation testing 

of embedded software. [Source 198] presented a specific test-scripting language. 

We also wanted to get an overview of the topics covered in the papers according to their titles. Word clouds are a suitable 

tool for this purpose. Figure 17 shows a word cloud of all paper titles denoting the popularity of the topics covered (we 

used the online tool www.wordle.net). As we can see in this bird’s eye view, topics such as model-based and 

automated/automatic (testing), (test-case) generation, and control systems are among the most popular topics.  

 

Figure 8-Popularity of the topics shown by the word cloud of all paper titles 

6.1.2 RQ 1.2: Mapping of studies by research facet  

Figure 9 shows the cumulative trend of mapping of studies by research facet. As we can see, a large portion of papers (137 

of 312, 43.9%) present solution proposals (by examples) without rigorous empirical studies. 98 (31.4%) papers are weak 

empirical studies (validation research). 36 (11.5%) are experience papers. 34 are strong empirical studies (evaluation 

research). 2 and 5 papers, respectively, are philosophical and opinion papers. 

 

Figure 9-Cumulative trend of mapping of studies by research facet 

Since “strong” empirical studies are the most rigorous studies in this context, we provide a few examples of those sources. 

Entitled “An approach to testing commercial embedded systems”, [Source 45] presented a test adequacy criteria based on 

data-flow analysis and then an empirical study with two research questions: 
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 RQ1: Do black-box test suites augmented to achieve coverage in accordance with our first two adequacy criteria 

achieve better fault-detection effectiveness than test suites not so augmented, and if so to what extent? 

 RQ2: Do test suites that are coverage-adequate in accordance with our first two adequacy criteria achieve better 

fault-detection effectiveness than equivalently-sized randomly generated test suites, and if so to what extent? 

[Source 58] presented an interface test model for hardware-dependent software and API of embedded systems and then a 

comprehensive empirical study including careful measurement of frequency of interface faults of fault detecting capability. 

[Source 68] presented a search-based approach for automated model-in-the-loop testing of continuous controllers and then 

a comprehensive empirical study with several RQs. 

Entitled “Automated system testing of real-time embedded systems based on environment models “, [Source 73] raised and 

addressed the following three research questions: 

 RQ1: What is the effect of test case representation on fault detection effectiveness of the testing strategies? 

 RQ2: Which testing strategy is best in terms of failure detection? 

 RQ3: Is environment model-based system testing an effective approach in detecting faults for industrial embedded 

systems? 

6.2 GROUP 2-SPECIFIC TO THE DOMAIN (TESTING EMBEDDED SOFTWARE) 

We address RQ 2.1- RQ 2.9 in this section. 

6.2.1 RQ 2.1-Level of testing 

In terms of level of testing considered in the papers, most of them (233 papers) considered system testing. 89 and 36 papers, 

respectively, focused on unit and integration testing. The detailed classification of papers can be found in the online 

spreadsheet (goo.gl/MhtbLD). 

By focusing on unit testing, [Source 63] applied test-driven development (TDD) to embedded software. Several practical 

examples of automated unit test code were provided.  

In [Source 99], a case study of combinatorial testing for an automotive hybrid electric vehicle control system was reported. 

The combinatorial test approach was applied to a real Hybrid Electric Vehicle control system as part of a hardware-in-the-

loop test system. The paper was thus classified under system testing. In the test approach presented in [Source 54], 

integration testing was performed using hardware-in-the-loop approach.  

6.2.2 RQ 2.2-Types of test activities 

Inspired by books such as [56] and our recent SLM and SLR studies on software testing such as [45, 46], we categorized 

testing activities based on the generic test process shown in Figure 10. Testing usually starts with test-case design (either 

criteria-based or human knowledge-based). Using the derived test cases, test execution follows afterwards in which the 

System Under Test (SUT) is tested (exercised). Test evaluation (using test oracles) is the final phase in which the results of 

testing are evaluated (pass or fail), and test verdicts are made. Three cross-cutting activities are also shown in Figure 10: 

test management (planning, control, monitoring, etc.), test automation (could be conducted in any of the phases), and other 

activities (e.g., regression testing, and test prioritization). Note that many people think of test automation only for 

automated execution of test cases, but test automation has been successfully implemented in other test activities too, e.g., 

test-case design and test evaluation.  

http://goo.gl/MhtbLD
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Figure 10- A generic test process showing different types of test activities 

As we can see in Figure 10, there is a good mix of papers proposing techniques and tools for each of the test activities. We 

can notice the major focus on test execution, automation and criteria-based test-case design (e.g., based on code coverage). 

The sum of the numbers in Figure 10 are more than the number of papers (312), since many papers made contributions in 

more than one test activity, e.g., the paper “Improving the accuracy of automated GUI testing for embedded systems” [Source 155] 

made contributions to four test activities: human knowledge-based test-case design, test automation, test execution and test 

evaluation. 

To know about the existing advances and to potentially adopt/customize them for usage in their own testing needs, we 

advise test practitioners in the embedded software industry to review the list of 312 studies in our online spreadsheet 

(goo.gl/MhtbLD) as categorized by the above six types of test activities. For example, if a test team intends to conduct test-

case design, it is advised to review the 185 papers in the “criteria-based” category or the 71 papers in the “human 

knowledge-based” test-case design category to see if the existing approaches can be adopted/customized into their needs. 

This prevents them from “reinventing the wheel” (developing an already-existing test technique). We review a few example 

sources below. 

Test-case design (criteria-based): 

[Source 17] presented a method to generate embedded real-time system test suites based on software architecture 

specifications. The method maps specifications in a specific description language named DRTSADL into a format of timed 

input/output automaton. In [Source 34], test sequences are generated based on Extended Finite State Machines (EFSM). 

Test-case design (human knowledge-based): 

In [Source 55], an industrial case study of structural testing applied to safety-critical embedded software was reported. In 

that work, manual functional tests were created by a test engineer at the company under study. They were created by hand, 

following a design validation test plan. 

In [Source 68], a search-based approach for automated model-in-the-loop testing of continuous controllers was reported in 

which, based on domain expert knowledge, the authors selected the data regions that were more likely to include critical 

and realistic defects. That was thus a human knowledge-based test-design approach. 

Test execution: 

Many papers (177 of 312) had the test execution component in them, in addition to other test activities. In [Source 86], a tool 

named CoCoTest for model-in-the-loop (MiL) testing of continuous controllers was presented. [Source 133] presented 

hardware-in-the-loop search–based testing approach and a tool named MESSINA for the execution of hardware and 

software test sequences. 
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Test automation:  

Test automation is a very popular approach to reduce testing costs for testing different types of software including 

embedded software [55, 70]. 148 of the 312 papers involved test automation.  

In [Source 42], an automated approach to reducing test suites for testing embedded systems was presented, in which a test 

suite generator automatically generates a test suite using the C grammar. The authors of [Source 57] presented an automated 

test case generator tool that uses Genetic algorithms (GAs) to automate the generation of test cases from output domain 

and the critical regions of an embedded System. 

Test evaluation (using test oracles): 

Test evaluation (using test oracles) is also popular in this area as 125 of the 312 papers considered it. In [Source 15], a model-

based testing approach to generate test cases and oracles based on the Architecture Analysis & Design Language (AADL) 

was presented. The presented tool can generate the test input pool and testing oracles according to the AADL specifications.  

In [Source 50] too, a test tool automates test item identification, test case generation, and determination of ‘pass or fail’ in 

runtime environment. 

Test management: 

Only a small number of papers (25 of 312) addressed test management in the context of embedded systems. [Source 36] 

addressed test process improvement.  

Entitled “Formal specification and systematic model-driven testing of embedded automotive systems”, [Source 148] proposed 

guidelines for test planning using a set of models. 

In [Source 168], model-driven testing of embedded automotive systems with timed usage models was discussed, in which 

the usage models serve as the basis for the whole testing process, including test planning and test-case generation. 

Other test activities: 

15 of the 312 papers focused on other test activities. In [Source 108], an approach for test-case minimization and 

prioritization specific for embedded systems was presented. [Source 159] and [Source 183] presented approaches for test 

reuse. 

Entitled “Rapid embedded system testing using verification patterns”, [Source 208] presented a set of practical test patterns. 

6.2.3 RQ 2.3-Types of test artifacts generated 

Different test techniques have been proposed to generate different types of test artifacts. Ordered by frequency (number of 

papers), the largest ratio of papers (144 of 312) proposed techniques to derive test case inputs (values), e.g., the paper 

“Applying model-based testing in the telecommunication domain” [Source 60] applied model-based coverage criteria to derive 

test cases. 

In 100 papers, approaches for generation of test case requirements (not explicit input values) are presented. As discussed 

above, test requirements are usually not actual test input values, but the conditions (e.g., for control flow paths in code) that 

can be used to generate test inputs. 

In 95 papers, the generation of automated test code (e.g., in xUnit) is addressed. For example, the paper “A model-based 

testing framework for automotive embedded systems” [Source 19] developed an approach to generate test scripts in Python based 

on a specific form of abstract test-cases.  

In 80 papers, expected outputs (test oracle) or their generation are discussed. For example, [Source 19] proposed an 

approach for generating expected outputs using the specifications based on the Architecture Analysis and Design Language 

(AADL). 15 papers proposed “Other” types of test artifacts, e.g., test patterns in [Source 83] and test documentation in 

[Source 163]. 
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6.2.4 RQ 2.4-Type of non-functional testing, if any 

As discussed in Section 3.2, while our focus was only to include functional testing papers, but some of the functional testing 

papers also discussed non-functional testing aspects as well, e.g., security and load testing. We extracted those information 

as well. 25 papers conducted performance and load (stress) testing. 17 and 10 papers, respectively, conducted real-time and 

reliability testing. 12 papers cover other types of non-functional testing including security. 

In [Source 33], a XML-based testing tool for profiling and testing embedded software’s performance was presented. [Source 

59] presented a search-based technique to generate stress test cases attempting to violate performance requirements 

[Source 200] presented an industrial field study of software-generated device exception for intensive device-related 

software testing in Hyundai Motor Corporation. The proposed method is a reliability testing technique to verify whether 

software components that are connected to a hardware device properly handle errors caused by the hardware. 

6.2.5 RQ 2.5-Techniques to derive test artifacts 

As discussed in our classification scheme (Table 3), we categorized the techniques to derive test artifacts into six groups: (1) 

Requirement-based testing, includes model-based testing, (2) White-box testing (code-coverage analysis), (3) Risk/fault-

based testing, (4) Search-based testing, (5) Random testing, and (6) Other techniques. 

180 papers used requirement-based testing (including model-based testing). For example, in [Source 16], a model-based 

testing framework for automotive embedded systems was presented in which the methodology relies on: automated model-

based test-case generation for functional requirements criteria based on the models created using the Architecture 

Description Language (ADL) extended with timed automata semantics.  

53 papers used white-box testing (code-coverage analysis) to derive test artifacts. For example, in [Source 43], an automated 

testing experiment for layered embedded C code was reported in which test cases were automatically generated using test 

criteria such as reachable state coverage and transition coverage. 

24 papers used risk/fault-based testing to derive test artifacts. An example of the papers under the risk/fault-based testing 

group is [Source 168] in which mutants were generated for embedded systems using kernel-based software and hardware 

fault simulation. 

24 papers used search-based testing to derive test artifacts. Entitled “A highly configurable test system for evolutionary black-

box testing of embedded systems”, [Source 9] presented a tool that allows full automation of black-box tests on different testing 

platforms (MiL, SiL, HiL) by applying search-based testing techniques. 

23 papers used random testing. In several papers, e.g., [Source 37] and [Source 40], test-cases generated using systematic 

approaches (e.g., requirement-based testing) were compared with those generated from random testing. 

24 papers used other techniques to derive test artifacts. Techniques other than the above ones were also developed and 

used to derive test artifacts, e.g., [Source 54] used a technique called “orthogonal array-based robust testing (OART)”. 

Entitled “Automated generation of test trajectories for embedded flight control systems”, [Source 58] defined a set of formal 

regressive models to derive regression test cases for testing embedded flight control systems. Concolic (a portmanteau of 

concrete and symbolic) testing was used in [Source 90] and was applied in several case studies on mobile programs. 

Cleanroom statistical testing was applied in [Source 248]. 

For a practitioner who is interested to adopt some of the presented techniques, it is important to know the advantages and 

disadvantages of using different techniques, whether these techniques are practical, and how much manual effort is 

involved in applying them. Such critical and “comparative” analysis are quite rare, i.e., only one paper in the pool [Source 

3] reported a comparative study of manual and automated testing in industrial control software. The results of that study, 

[Source 3], showed that automatically-generated test suites achieve similar code coverage as manually-created test suites, 

but in a fraction of the time (an average improvement of roughly 90%). We also found that the use of an automated test 

generation tool does not necessarily result in better fault detection in terms of mutation score compared to manual testing. 

Specifically, the empirical study found that manual test suites more effectively detect logical, timer and negation type of 

faults, compared to automatically-generated tests. 
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6.2.6 RQ 2.6-Types of models used in model-based testing 

As discussed above, in terms of techniques used to derive test artifacts, requirement-based testing is very popular in this 

area as it was used in 180 papers (%57.6 of the papers in the pool). A large portion of these papers (150 of 180) used model-

based testing (%48.0 of the pool).  

Figure 5 shows the general process of model-based testing, in which models are developed using either a forward 

engineering or a backward engineering manner. Once models are validated themselves, they can be used for test-case 

generation (test-case design), e.g., Finite State Machines (FSM) and its extensions are frequently used to derive test-case 

sequences using coverage criteria such as all-transitions coverage. Given the large wealth of knowledge and industrial 

evidence in model-based testing of embedded systems (150 papers), we recommend companies, who are planning to 

implement systematic testing, to review and consider this vast body of knowledge to potentially adopt some of the ideas in 

model-based testing. 

 

Figure 11- General process of model-based testing 

In 50 papers, Finite State Machines (FSM) and its extensions (e.g., timed-FSM) were used for model-based testing, e.g., 

[Sources 16, 18, 21]. 32 papers used MATLAB Simulink models, e.g., [Sources 28, 29, 54]. 85 papers used “Other” types of 

models, e.g., Method Definition Language (MeDeLa) in [Source 170] and UML sequence diagrams in [Source 173]. 

Model-based testing actually fits in the scope of a larger development concept for embedded systems, i.e., X-in-the-loop 

development, simulation and testing [Sources 160, 161, 194, 208]: which consist of Model-in-the-Loop (MiL), Software-in-

the-Loop (SiL), Processor-in-the-Loop (PiL), Hardware-in-the-Loop (HiL), and System-in-the-Loop (SYSiL) as shown in 

Table 4. X-in-the-loop testing [71] has gained acceptance due to the increased adoption of model-based development (MBD) 

in industry, especially in the automotive domain [72]. MBD and in-the-loop methods are widely used today in automotive 

to develop and test control systems. A complete in-the-loop flow is composed of several chronological steps as illustrated 

in Figure 12. First, on the left side of the V cycle, MiL is applied, followed by SiL. On the right side of the V cycle, PiL is 

applied after SiL. Then, HiL and SYSiL are applied.  

MiL testing is the simulation and testing of an embedded system in an early development stage, the modeling, in model-

based software development. Embedded systems interact with their environment and often expect implausible sensor 

signals as input and then stimulate the physical system. To function properly, the environment of the embedded system 

must be simulated. Since it can be applied in early development stages, MiL is an inexpensive way to test embedded 

systems. As discussed above, a major portion of MiL testing in industry is conducted using MATLAB Simulink models, 

e.g., [Sources 28, 29, 54]. 

Once the model is verified and tested using MiL, the next stage is SiL where the embedded software engineers develop the 

software code depending on the processor or FPGA that is planned to be used in the final hardware implementation and 

then they execute the tests and simulations for the controller model on the PC platform (with the system, also called “plant”, 

still as a software model) with this code to verify it. If any glitches are detected, engineers can go back to MiL and make 

necessary changes. 

The next test phase is the PiL which goes beyond just the PC platform (SiL). This step introduces some hardware features 

that permit to achieve more realistic situations where the control algorithm will run. In PiL, a target (external) processor is 

chosen and the communication with the external processors is conducted by using specific functions installed in a 

simulation integrated environment installed on the host PC. 
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The next phase is HiL which provides an effective platform by adding the complexity of the “plant” (system) under control 

to the test platform, by adding a mathematical representation of all related dynamic systems. These mathematical 

representations are referred to as the “plant simulation”. The embedded system to be tested interacts with this plant 

simulation. The very last phase is System-in-the-Loop (SYSiL) testing in which the actual physical embedded system is 

tested. 

 

Figure 12- The “V” development process including the X-in-the-loop testing phases (adapted from [72]) 

Table 4-Diffeent types of X-in-the-loop testing phases 

Phase/level Entity under test Testing interfaces 

Model-in-the-Loop 

(MiL) testing 

System model Messages and events of the 

model 

Software-in-the-Loop 

(SiL) testing 

Control software (e.g., 

C or Java code) 

Methods, procedures, 

parameters, and variables of the 

software 

Processor-in-the-Loop 

(PiL) testing 

Binary code on a host 

machine emulating the 

behavior of the target 

Register values and memory 

contents of the emulator 

Hardware-in-the-Loop 

(HiL) testing 

Binary code on the 

target architecture 

I/O pins of the target 

microcontroller or board 

System-in-the-Loop 

(SYSiL) testing 

Actual physical 

embedded system 

Physical interfaces, buttons, 

switches, displays, etc. 

6.2.7 RQ 2.7-Testing tools (used or proposed) 

106 papers used existing test tools and 98 papers proposed new test tools. 

In [Source 63], “Applying test driven development to embedded software”, the CppUnit framework was used. In [Source 77], 

NUnit was used. Tools Sikuli and MonkeyRunner were used in [Source 155]. In [Source 159], test cases were implemented 

using MATLAB Simulink and Stateflow tools.  

In [Source 106], E-TDD (an embedded test-driven development tool) was proposed. [Source 159] proposed a tool called 

MiLEST for Model in-the-Loop testing. In [Source 186], “Motocap STA framework: new approach to testing of embedded systems”, 

a tool named Motorola OCAP (OpenCable Applications Platform) was proposed. 

While we discuss above only a small subset of the tools, the names of all the used and proposed testing tools is available in 

the online spreadsheet (goo.gl/MhtbLD). 

6.2.8 RQ 2.8-Type of evaluation methods 

As discussed in our classification scheme (Table 3), we categorized the evaluation methods conducted in the papers into 

these categories (we also specify the number of pears in each category): (1) Examples showing the applicability of test 

approaches (167 papers), (2) coverage of code or model (74 papers), (3) detecting real faults (37 papers), (4) detecting 

artificial faults, (mutation testing, fault injection) (54 papers), (5) time/performance of test approaches (60 papers), and (6) 
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other evaluation methods (26 papers). The first method (examples showing the applicability) is the most trivial one. We 

discuss a few examples under the ‘other’ category next. 

In [Source 76], “Automated testing of embedded automotive systems from requirement specification models”, it is argued that the 

fulfillment of requirements of international standards such as the ISO-26262 is facilitated with the presented approach. In 

[Source 77], to evaluate the tool presented, a functionality comparison assessment was conducted between the presented 

system called ATEMES and the relevant tools. In [Source 180], “Model-based testing of highly configurable embedded systems in 

the automation domain”, the ratio of test case ‘reuse’ during a large test-case development project was measured.  

In [Source 180], a case study for verification of an implantable medical device was conducted and testing productivity using 

the proposed approach was measured.  

6.2.9 RQ 2.9-Operating systems (OS) 

Some of the papers explicitly reported the operating systems in which the approaches were implemented and the 

experiments were conducted. In terms of majority, the most common OS’s were: Unix/Linux (in 23 papers), vxWorks (in 5 

papers), the Windows family (in 5 papers), and other OS’s (in 19 papers). The others included: QNX in [Source 22], 

MicroC/OS-II in [Source 40] and [Source 50], Symbian OS in [Source 177], Embedded Configurable Operating System (eCos) 

in [Source 240], OORTX-RXF in [Source 255], and uC/OS-II in [Source 252]. 

6.3 GROUP 3-SPECIFIC TO SYSTEM UNDER TESTING (SUT) 

We address RQ 3.1- RQ 3.6 in this section. 

6.3.1 RQ 3.1-Simulated or real systems 

Since development and testing of embedded systems in real environments is not always easy or practical (e.g., the control 

software of a fighter jet), development and testing of those systems in simulated environments first (before real systems) 

are common. A popular approach in this context is X-in-the-loop development, simulation and testing [71]: which consist 

of Model-in-the-Loop (MiL), Software-in-the-Loop (SiL), Processor-in-the-Loop (PiL), and Hardware-in-the-Loop (HiL). 

Figure 13 shows the breakdown of the number of papers in terms of using simulated or real SUTs in the evaluations. As we 

can see, testing with the real systems in place is the most common. After that, MiL, SiL and HiL are the next common 

approaches in order. 

 

Figure 13- Breakdown of the number of papers in terms of using simulated or real SUTs in the evaluations  

In [Source 9], the authors followed the MiL testing approach and mentioned that “the ABS system [model] had to be created to 

simulate the system environment of the ABS system in such a manner that the anti-lock braking system detects no difference to its use 

in a vehicle”. In [Source 21], SiL testing was conducted as test cases were executed in a simulated environment (host PC). 

MiL was also used in [Source 28] as “the executable model of the embedded system formed the focal point of the model-based test 

strategy”. 
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6.3.2 RQ 3.2-Number of SUTs (examples) 

One would expect that each paper applies the proposed testing technique to at least one SUT. Some papers take a more 

comprehensive approach and apply the proposed testing technique to more SUTs. Figure 14 shows the histogram of the 

number of SUTs (examples) in the papers. As we can see, most papers (197 of them) applied the approaches to one SUT (or 

example) only.  

 

Figure 14- Histogram of the number of SUTs (examples) in the papers 

The comprehensive study in this aspect was [Source 27, 193]. In [Source 27], a profiling method for memory fault detection 

was reported and was evaluated in an industrial field study on 23 systems. In [Source 193], mutation-based test generation 

for PLC embedded software was conducted on 61 programs provided by Bombardier Transportation company. 

6.3.3 RQ 3.3-Type/scale of SUTs (or examples) 

The SUTs in some papers were academic experimental or simple examples, while the systems in other papers were real 

open-source or commercial systems. Almost equal number of papers (127 and 137) experimented their proposed ideas with 

academic experimental and real commercial systems. A few studies (12 papers) experimented their proposed ideas on real 

open-source embedded software.  

Some of the real commercial systems under test in the papers were the followings. A real controller system for a car’s 

exterior mirror was tested in [Source 39]. A set of smart card were tested in [Source 43]. An automated target tracking radar 

system (named ATTR) was under test in [Source 54]. A home security system was considered in [Source 55]. A vehicle 

adaptive cruise controller system made by Volvo was tested in [Source 131]. 

Furthermore, a type of embedded software that provides the low-level control for a system specific hardware is called 

firmware or device driver. Some papers used the “firmware”/”device driver” terminologies, e.g., in [Source 132], faults were 

injected in the SUT, which was a safety-critical automotive firmware. The SUT in [Source 20] was a Linux device driver, 

and one of the SUTs in [Source 78] was a flash memory device driver. 

6.3.4 RQ 3.4-SUT programming/development languages 

180 papers specified explicitly the programming/development languages of the SUTs. Figure 15 shows the histogram for 

this classification. As we can see and as we were expecting, C is the most popular programming language. 

MATLAB/Simulink, C++, and Java are the next popular ones in order. Examples of the “Other” programming languages 

are: Assembly in [Sources 26, 165, 188], C# in [Sources 69, 130], Lustre in [Source 78], SystemVerilog in [Source 131], HDL 

in [Source 153], and Verilog in [Source 214]. 
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Figure 15- Histogram of the SUT programming/development languages in the papers 

6.3.5 RQ 3.5-SUT and board name 

216 and 35 papers, respectively, specified explicitly the names of the SUTs and hardware boards that they used. Table 5 lists 

the names of some of the interesting SUTs used in the studies. One can see that there is a good variety in terms of types and 

domains of these systems, e.g., from temperature controller through flight warning system to wireless metering system. 

Table 5- Some of the interesting SUT names mentioned in the studies. 

SUT name Source # 

Temperature controller 1 

An embedded system of Mitsubishi Space Software Co. Ltd. 2 

An industrial antilock brake system 3 

Flight warning system 14 

False coin inspector embedded software 23 

Front wiper, and fuel gauge systems 26 

Power window controller, cruise controller, and climate controller systems 28 

Automotive air compressor module 59 

Elevation control system 64 

Movement control system of an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) 67 

A kitchen toaster 71 

Window wiper control 73 

Air conditioner controller 78 

Hybrid electric vehicle control  88 

The traffic light system  93 

Sorting machine system, marine seismic acquisition system, gate system  120 

High-speed excavator controller 125 

Remote sensing in flight control system  129 

Shuttle Remote Manipulator System (Robotic Arm)  141 

Intelligent pick and place machine  153 

Fuel level management system  154 

Automatic transmission controller  156 

Avionic embedded inertial navigation system (INS)  172 

Fire alarm system  178 

Defibrillator and car alarm system  180 

Anti-lock braking system (ABS)  194 

Flight computer system of satellite launch vehicle  199 

Car infotainment system  200 

Wireless metering system  230 

Railway signaling system  260 

Fuel injection control system  270 
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A few papers also explicitly mentioned the board names/models that they have used for experiments. Several papers have 

used boards with different types of ARM processors [Sources 20, 22, 42, 70, 77, 115, 248, 252]. Also boards containing Intel 

processors are referenced several times [Sources 42, 50, 95, 132]. In addition, several other lesser-known boards are covered, 

for instance Leon Embedded Microprocessor [Source 104] or Altera MAX9320 FPGA [Source 166]. 

6.3.6 RQ 3.6-Application domains/industries 

While some test techniques are generic in the sense that they can be applied to all types of embedded software, some test 

techniques are domain-specific. According to the categorization made earlier in the paper (Section 5.1), Figure 16 depicts 

the breakdown of the different domains/industries for which the papers have focused on. Note that we have classified 

papers in these categories explicitly based on what was mentioned in each paper, and we did not reply on our own implicit 

personal interpretations.  

As Figure 16 shows, research in the automotive sector is the most active in domain this field (96 papers, 30.8%). Industrial 

automation and control domain is the second most active domain (40 papers, 12.8%). The combined category of aviation, 

avionics and space industries is in the third rank. Among the “Other” domains are: banking, public transport and e-

government in [Source 43], and fire-safety systems in [Source 219]. 

 

Figure 16- Breakdown of the different industries (domains) represented in the papers 

6.4 GROUP 4-DEMOGRAPHIC AND BIBLIOMETRIC INFORMATION  

We address RQ 4.1- RQ 4.3 in this section. 

6.4.1 RQ 4.1-Affiliation types of the study authors 

We were curious to see the breakdown of the papers based on the affiliation types of the study authors. In Figure 17, we 

show (as a stack chart) the number of studies per year published solely by academic researchers (those working in 

universities and research centers/institutes), solely by practitioners (also including the researchers working in corporate 

research centers), or as collaborative work among academics and practitioners. As we can see, the attention level in this 

topic has steadily risen since early 2000’s by both the research and practitioner communities. The peak year in terms of 

number of papers was year 2012 in which 38 papers were published.  
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Figure 17-Growth of the field and affiliation types of the study authors across years 

In terms of breakdown of papers by affiliation types of the authors, 172 papers (55.1%) were authored solely by academic 

researchers, 49 papers (15.7%) by practitioners only, and 91 papers (29.2%) as joint (collaborative) work between researchers 

and practitioners.  

Papers solely by academic authors often cover formal methods, for instance [Sources 8, 71, 183], or other rather theoretical 

approaches like swarm optimization to test-case prioritization in the context of embedded systems [Source 53] or model-

based simulation testing [Source 150]. Collaborative work comprises many industrial and practical case studies, for instance 

on statistical model-based testing [Source 21], combinatorial testing [Source 88], concolic testing [Source 136] and search-

based testing [Source 192] as well as frameworks for model-based testing [Source 16], object-oriented testing [Source 36] or 

simulation testing [Source 254]. 

Finally, papers solely by industrial authors often cover practical issues, for instance a test process improvement model 

specific for embedded systems [Source 31], the application of test-driven development (TDD) [Source 55], test-data 

generation for C programs [Source 75], or test model processing tools [Source 236].  

6.4.2 RQ 4.2-Active companies 

In terms of the most active companies in conducting research and publishing papers in this area, the top three were: (1) 

Daimler (14 papers in the pool), (2) Samsung (8 papers), as well as (3) Nokia and Berner & Mattner (4 papers each). 

Industrial and collaborative papers by Daimler cover a broad range from more theoretical to more practical topics including 

search-based testing [Source 24], model-based testing [Source 207], test-data generation [Source 74] as well as integration 

test levels [Source 138]. 

Collaborative papers by Samsung also range from more theoretical to more practical topics including concolic testing 

[Sources 70, 90, 136], test automation [Source 79] as well as test process improvement [Source 31]. 

Papers from Nokia cover multilevel testing for design verification [Source 166], aspect-based testing [Source 219] as well as 

distributed testing [Source 262]. Finally, papers from Berner & Mattner cover test systems for evolutionary black-box testing 

[Sources 3, 9] and search-based testing in the context of embedded systems [Source 194]. 

6.4.3 RQ 4.3-Citation analysis and highly-cited papers 

The rationale behind this RQ is to characterize how the papers in this pool are cited by other papers, to get a sense of their 

impact and popularity, and also to identify the highly-cited papers (i.e., those with the highest impact) in the area so that 

readers can benefit from them. We did the citation analysis in a similar manner to our recent bibliometric studies, e.g., [57, 

58, 73-75], in which we used two metrics: (1) the absolute number of citations to each paper, and (2) normalized citations 

(average number of citations per year). The citation data were extracted from Google Scholar on Feb. 28, 2016. 

Using the above two metrics, Figure 18 shows the citation landscape of the 312 paper in the pool. 48 of the papers (17.6%) 

had no citations at all. The average values for the two metric values were 7.8, and 1.52, respectively, denoting that the papers 

in this area are reasonably cited. It is interesting to see that, in terms of normalized citations, more recent papers have higher 

citations.  
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Figure 18- Citation analysis of the primary studies 

The five most cited papers, based on the number of citations based on data gathered on date mentioned above, are listed in 

Table 6. Given their high impact and thus the quality of these papers, readers such as new researchers and graduate students 

are encouraged to read the highest cited papers and benefit from them. 

Table 6- The five most cited papers in the pool based on the number of citations 

Source # Title Year of  

publication 

Num. of 

citations 

86 
Automatic test data generation for structural testing of embedded software 

systems by evolutionary testing 
2002 96 

35 
A taxonomy of model-based testing for embedded systems from multiple 

industry domains 
2006 87 

60 Applying model-based testing in the telecommunication domain 2012 87 

94 
Black-box system testing of real-time embedded systems using random and 

search-based testing 
2010 81 

181 
Model-based testing of real-time embedded systems in the automotive 

domain 
2008 71 

7 DISCUSSION 

In this section, we provide a summary of the findings, potential benefits of this review, limitations and potential threats to 

validity of our study. 

7.1 SUMMARY OF THE FINDINGS 

We summarize the research findings of each RQ next. 

Group 1-Common to all SLM studies: 

 RQ 1.1-Mapping of studies by contribution facet: We saw that there is a mix of contribution types in different papers. 

The most common type of contribution are test tools or platforms, which are contributed by 63 papers. 24 papers present 

test models to assist test activities. 21 papers contribute empirical studies and empirical results. 2 papers provide test 

metrics to support test activities. Finally, 27 papers present other types of contributions, for instance a taxonomy for 

model-based testing or test patterns. 

 RQ 1.2-Mapping of studies by research facet: The dominating research facet are solution proposals, which are 

presented in 126 papers (46% of the pool). These papers do not provide rigorous empirical studies and indicate the need 
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for more empirical studies providing evidence on embedded software testing approaches. The second most common 

type contributed by 86 papers is validation research. These papers investigate properties of a solution that has not yet 

been implemented in practice. 32 papers are experience papers and only 22 provide evaluation research presenting 

strong empirical studies, which additionally shows that there is need for additional empirical studies, especially in an 

industrial context. 

Group 2-Specific to the domain (testing embedded software) 

 RQ 2.1-Level of testing: Most papers (202) consider system testing, which reflects the focus on testing the software of 

embedded systems as a whole. Furthermore, 32 papers focus on integration testing and 78 papers unit testing. 

 RQ 2.2-Types of test activity: There is a good mix of papers proposing techniques and tools for each of the test activities. 

However, there is a focus on test execution (161 papers), criteria-based test-case design (161 papers), and test 

automation (142 papers). Also test evaluation (118 papers) and human-knowledge-based test-case design (68 papers) 

are well represented. Only a small number of papers address test management (20 papers) and other activities (12). 

 RQ 2.3-Types of test artifacts generated: The largest ratio of papers (131) propose techniques to derive test-case inputs. 

93 papers, address the generation of automated test code, 85 papers present approaches for generation of test case 

requirements, 73 papers discuss test oracles, and finally 9 papers proposed other types of generated test artifacts. 

 RQ 2.4-Type of non-functional testing: Although the focus of this article was only to include functional testing papers, 

25 papers additionally conducted performance testing, 17 real-time, 10 reliability testing, and 12 other types of non-

functional testing including security testing. 

 RQ 2.5-Techniques to derive test artifacts: The by-far most common technique is requirement-based testing (164 

papers) including model-based testing, which is quite prominent in testing embedded software and covered by half of 

the papers. In addition, 47 papers were on white-box testing (code-coverage analysis), 21 papers on risk/fault-based 

testing, 21 papers on search-based testing, 23 papers on random testing, and 23 papers were about other techniques. As 

reported in Section 6.2.5, for a practitioner who is interested to adopt some of the presented techniques, it is important 

to know the advantages and disadvantages of using different testing techniques, whether these techniques are practical, 

and how much manual effort is involved in applying them. To objectively assess such important aspects, one needs to 

conduct empirical studies using those techniques on a set of the “same” SUTs and measure meaningful (and objective) 

metrics. However unfortunately, such critical and “comparative” analysis are quite rare, i.e., only one paper in the pool 

[Source 3] reported a comparative study of manual and automated testing in industrial control software. Thus, we 

would like to raise the need for further such studies in the future work. 

 RQ 2.6-Types of models used in model-based testing: Model-based testing is quite common for testing embedded 

software. Test models are often specified as Finite State Machines (46 papers) or MATLAB Simulink models (28 papers). 

However, 75 papers use other types of test models including UML activity and sequence diagrams, which shows that 

there is a broad variety of model types used in model-based testing of embedded software. 

 RQ 2.7-Testing tools: 95 papers used existing test tools and 85 papers proposed new test tools. Test tools therefore play 

a prominent role in papers on testing embedded software. This is in line with the result of RQ 1.1 that most contributions 

are test tools or frameworks. 

 RQ 2.8-Type of evaluation methods: Examples showing the applicability of test approaches are provided in 149 papers, 

coverage of code or models in 66 papers, detecting real faults in 29 papers, detecting artificial faults in 50 papers, 

time/performance of test approaches in 53 papers, and other evaluation methods in 23 papers. One can see that 

evaluation via providing examples is dominating, which is a common evaluation method especially for formal 

methods. However, more studies providing stronger evaluation of effectiveness (detection of faults) and efficiency 

(time/performance) are needed. 

 RQ 2.9-Operating systems: The most often reported operating systems are Unix/Linux (in 20 papers), vxWorks(in 5 

papers), the Windows family (in 5 papers). Other operating systems are reported in overall 16 papers and include QNX, 

MicroC/OS-II, and Symbian OS. 

Group 3-Specific to system under testing (SUT) 

 RQ 3.1-Simulated or real systems: The usage of real systems is dominating (124 papers), but also simulated systems, 

i.e., Model-in-the-Loop (68 papers), Hardware-in-the-Loop (39 papers), Software-in-the-Loop (47 papers), and 

Processor-in-the-Loop (16 papers) are commonly used when testing embedded software. 
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 RQ 3.2-Number of SUTs: Most papers (164) applied the presented approach to one SUT only. But also two or three 

SUTs are quite common and applied in 26 and 17 papers, respectively.  

 RQ 3.3-Type/scale of SUTs: Almost equal number of papers (115 and 114) experimented their proposed ideas with 

academic experimental and real commercial systems. 

 RQ 3.4-SUT programming/development languages: Not surprisingly, C is the most popular programming language 

(70 papers). MATLAB/Simulink (36 papers), C++ (26 papers), and Java (11 papers) are popular as well. Examples for 

other programming languages are assembly language, C#, HDL, and Verilog. 

 RQ 3.5-SUT and board name: 216 papers specified the SUT name explicitly, and 35 papers the hardware board name 

that they use.  

 RQ 3.6-Application domains/industries: The automotive sector is the most active one in publishing research results in 

embedded software testing (81 papers). Industrial automation and control domain is the second (33 papers). Aviation, 

avionics and space are the third (28 papers). Other less common domains are mobile and telecom, home appliances and 

entertainment, medical, defense and railway. 

Group 3-Trends and demographics: 

 RQ 4.1-Affiliation types of the study authors: 151 papers were authored solely by academic researchers, 43 paper by 

practitioners only, and 78 papers as joint (collaborative) work between researchers and practitioners. Papers solely by 

academic authors often cover formal methods or other rather theoretical approaches like swarm optimization to test 

case prioritization. Collaborative work comprises many industrial case studies and frameworks. Finally, papers solely 

by industrial authors often cover practical issues, for instance on test process improvement or test-driven development. 

However, the transition of topics covered by academic, collaborative and industrial papers is smooth. 

 RQ 4.2-Active companies: The most active companies in conducting research and publishing papers in testing 

embedded software are Daimler (14 papers), Samsung (8 papers), as well as Nokia and Berner & Mattner (4 papers 

each). 

 RQ 4.3-Citation analysis and highly-cited papers: There are five papers on testing embedded software with more than 

50 citations. Taking into account that this SLM already considers 312 papers, these citation numbers are not very high. 

The topics of the top-cited papers are quite diverse and there seem to be many isolated approaches but so far not an 

integrated view on testing embedded software. This SLM should be a cornerstone towards summarizing the advances 

in and synthesizing the entire field. 

7.2 BENEFITS OF THIS REVIEW 

The authors have already started to benefit from the results of this review. In our ongoing collaborations with several 

industry partners in Turkey and Austria in the area of testing embedded software, our colleagues and we had various 

challenges in testing embedded software, e.g., in a project as published in [1], and we were quite uncertain of whether 

certain techniques already exist or whether we shall develop new techniques to solve the challenges. This summary and 

classification of the literature provided by review study was useful for us, by serving as an “index” to the vast body of 

knowledge in this important area. In this context, thanks to our review study, we are currently assessing several existing 

model-based techniques selected from the literature based on the review at hand for possible adoption/extension in our 

industry projects. 

Also, as per our observations, unfortunately, many companies do not have an adequate overview of state-of-the–art and -

practice in the area of testing embedded software. As a consequence, companies often reinvent the wheel in this area by 

designing a test approach new to them, but existing in the literature. This review paper and its supplementary material (the 

online repository and classification of all the 312 papers) close this gap and are intended to support the large world-wide 

community of software engineers and testers in the embedded software industry. 

To further assess the benefits of this review, we asked two active test engineers in the Turkish embedded software industry 

to review this paper and the online spreadsheet of papers, and provide qualitative feedback to us on what they think about 

the potential benefits of the review. Only one of them had the time to study the review paper and the pool of studies and 

provide qualitative feedback to us. The following is the quote response from that test engineer: “Our company conducts 

embedded system testing for software-intensive systems in the military domain. In such a context, one of our major problems is to 

borrow the actual Systems Under Test (SUT) from our customers because of security concerns. After reviewing this study, I wonder 
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about “why we do not have any model of these SUTs”. If we can create models of these SUTs (e.g., model-in-the loop, MIL), in the future 

we would not need to borrow the real systems from our customers and models may be sufficient for our test-case design and other test 

activities. There are a lot of studies in the pool of this review study, which would benefit us. I think this idea is a major benefit for 

companies like ours. And I hope we may realize this idea [in near future]. And as you have said in the paper, I believe that many 

companies are exactly reinventing wheel”. Note that we did not conduct a “formal” study to solicit the opinions of a large 

population of practitioners about this review paper, but such a study can be conducted in future. 

7.3 LIMITATIONS AND POTENTIAL THREATS TO VALIDITY 

The main issues related to threats to validity of this SLM review are inaccuracy of data extraction, and incomplete set of 

studies in our pool due to limitation of search terms, selection of academic search engines, and researcher bias with regards 

to exclusion/inclusion criteria. In this section, these threats are discussed in the context of the four types of threats to validity 

based on a standard checklist for validity threats presented in [76]: internal validity, construct validity, conclusion validity 

and external validity. We discuss next those validity threats and the steps that we have taken to minimize or mitigate them. 

Internal validity: The systematic approach that has been utilized for article selection is described in Section 4. In order to 

make sure that this review is repeatable, search engines, search terms and inclusion/exclusion criteria are carefully defined 

and reported. Problematic issues in selection process are limitation of search terms and search engines, and bias in applying 

exclusion/inclusion criteria. 

Limitation of search terms and search engines can lead to incomplete set of primary sources. Different terms have been 

used by different authors to point to a similar concept. In order to mitigate risk of finding all relevant studies, formal 

searching using defined keywords has been done followed by manual search in references of initial pool and in web pages 

of active researchers in our field of study. For controlling threats due to search engines, not only we have included 

comprehensive academic databases such as Google Scholar. Therefore, we believe that adequate and inclusive basis has 

been collected for this study and if there is any missing publication, the rate will be negligible.  

Applying inclusion/exclusion criteria can suffer from researchers’ judgment and experience. Personal bias could be 

introduced during this process. To minimize this type of bias, joint voting is applied in article selection and only articles 

with high score are selected for this study.  

Construct validity: Construct validities are concerned with issues that to what extent the object of study truly represents 

theory behind the study [76]. Threats related to this type of validity in this study were suitability of RQs and categorization 

scheme used for the data extraction. To limit construct threats in this study, GQM approach is used to preserve the 

tractability between research goal and questions.  

Conclusion validity: Conclusion validity of a SLM study provided when correct conclusion reached through rigorous and 

repeatable treatment. In order to ensure reliability of our treatments, an acceptable size of primary sources is selected and 

terminology in defined schema reviewed by authors to avoid any ambiguity. All primary sources are reviewed by at least 

two authors to mitigate bias in data extraction. Each disagreement between authors was resolved by consensus among 

researchers. Following the systematic approach and described procedure ensured replicability of this study and assured 

that results of similar study will not have major deviations from our classification decisions. 

External validity: External validity is concerned with to what extent the results of our systematic literature mapping can be 

generalized. As described in Section 4, we included scientific literature in the scope of testing embedded software with a 

sound validation written in English. The issue lies in whether our selected works can represent all types of literature in the 

area of testing embedded software. For this issue, we argue that relevant literature we selected in our pool taking scientific 

and grey literature into account contained sufficient information to represent the knowledge reported by previous 

researchers or professionals. As it can be seen from Section 6.3.1, the collected primary studies contain a significant 

proportion of academic, industrial and collaborative work which forms an adequate basis for concluding results useful for 

academia and applicable in industry. Also, note that our findings in this study are mainly within the field of testing 

embedded software. Beyond this field, we had no intention to generalize our results. Therefore, few problems with external 

validity are worthy of substantial attention. 
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8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

To identify the state-of-the-art and the –practice in this area and to find out what we know about testing embedded software, 

we conducted and presented in this article a systematic literature mapping. Our article aims to benefit the readers (both 

practitioners and researchers) in providing the most comprehensive survey of the area of embedded software testing. 

This paper investigates types of testing topics studied, types of testing activity, types of test artifacts generated, and the 

types of industries in which studies have focused, in embedded software testing based on a systematic literature review 

including 312 papers. Testing embedded software is a growing field of research where not only academia but also many 

companies especially from the automotive industry are active. Most studies for embedded software testing are available on 

test automation and especially on model-based testing. We recommend companies, who plan respective improvement 

measures, to take the collected body of knowledge from this SLM into account. Although there has been a high interest and 

progress in embedded software testing, more than half of the available papers only propose solution or report experiences, 

but do not provide empirical evidence on the effectiveness and efficiency of specific embedded software testing approaches. 

Therefore in future there is a need for more empirical studies providing industrial evidence on the effectiveness (e.g., 

measured in terms of defect detection rate) and efficiency of embedded software testing approaches in specific contexts to 

further improve decision support on the selection of embedded software testing approaches beyond this SLM. 

Our future work includes using the findings of this SLM in our industry-academia collaborative projects, a more in-depth 

synthesis of the available evidence on testing embedded software and empirical evaluation of effectiveness and efficiency 

of available testing approaches for embedded software. 
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